
33-Day Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Hi, it's Megan here. Thanks so much for joining my list.  

Welcome to my spiritual community, a group of companions just like you who want to live their 
best life and change the world!   

There are so many teachings out there on spirituality, meditation and mindfulness. Sometimes 
it’s hard to choose which emotional and spiritual teaching is right for you. We are all human and 
we are all trying to figure out how to be spiritual and how to express our true self.  

But the fact is that most people aren't really doing the deep spiritual work needed to break 
old patterns and really wake up to their true self and life purpose.  

The simple truth is that we are all so busy raising families, working, helping friends, paying our 
bills, staying healthy and taking care of life. It’s hard to set aside the time we need to do our deep 
personal reflection and spiritual practice.  

If you're like me, you need practical exercises that really work and an accountability tribe to keep 
on track with your spiritual practice so you can stay conscious and mindful each day. 

I'm now going to give a very powerful transformational tool called The 33 Day Spiritual 
Practice Challenge that will profoundly change your life, as it has mine. If you practice it 
faithfully for 33 days in a row, I guaranty it will get you back on track with your goals and 
dreams. 

A Universal Spiritual Path - This is a universal path and appropriate for people with an existing 
spiritual path or for those of you who are spiritual seekers and find yourself outside any 
traditional religion. 

Calling in 33 Spiritual Qualities 
Each day of this 33-day challenge you will contemplate one of the 33 Keys to Conscious Living. 
These are powerful spiritual qualities you will be calling into your life such as joy, wisdom, 
power and love. At the end of the 33-day challenge, you will have activated 33 spiritual qualities 
and 33 affirmations that you can use for the rest of your life. You can read more about the 33 
Keys here.  

What is a Key? 
• A key is a tool to unlock a room or treasure chest that was previously locked.  
• A key opens and gives you access to something that was hidden or not yet discovered.  
• A key is a means of gaining entrance, possession, or control of something. 

The 33 Keys you will be given are designed to unlock 33 beautiful spiritual qualities that will 
help you live a more conscious, joyful life.  

http://www.meganwagner.com/sacred-robes/33-keys-to-conscious-living/
http://www.meganwagner.com/sacred-robes/33-keys-to-conscious-living/


Calling in 33 Spiritual Guides 

Each of the 33 Keys is paired with one of Megan’s Sacred Robes and you will be able to see the 
image of the robe each day as you contemplate the spiritual quality you are calling in. 

Each Robe depicts a special spiritual elder from a sacred tradition from around the world. Each 
has a story to tell and wisdom to impart. My experience with the 33 Spiritual Guides depicted on 
the robes is they are friendly, warm, truthful, wise, humorous, sacred, powerful, transformative, 
evolutionary and revolutionary!!

These 33 Elders WANT to impart their wisdom to YOU PERSONALLY and to us a human 
community. We are living in a time of great change and they are imparting very important 
information to help us through these changes. 

The Sacred Number 33 
In many traditions, 33 is a sacred number of completion, of initiation, of mastery and of spiritual 
awakening. It also represents the 33 access points or doorways within you that are ready and 
waiting to be opened. The right key will open the spiritual energy or power that you can use for 
your own spiritual evolution.  

For example, one of the keys is Compassion. When you turn the key and unlock Spiritual 
Compassion, you will be able to activate the abundance of compassion you need for yourself and 
others. Once the door is opened, you can easily access this compassion and utilize this energy in 
your daily life and practice. 

As you awaken and activate all 33 keys over the next 33 days, you are inviting a powerful sense 
of mastery into your life. At the end of the 33-Day Spiritual Practice Challenge, I know you will 
feel better and more able to connect to your spiritual center. 

Time Commitment 
5 Minute Commitment - All you need for this challenge is to commit 5 minutes each morning – 
5 minutes!! You will look at the image, say the affirmation and actively call in the spiritual 
energy for the day.  

30 Minute Commitment – For those of you ready to intensify your transformation! If you are 
willing to add 25 minutes to your daily Spiritual Practice Challenge, you will benefit from 
Megan’s Light Grid Meditation, which activates each one of the 33 Keys and power points on 
your body.  

If you practice it regularly, the sacred geometric grids on your physical, emotional and spiritual 
bodies will light up and you will feel profoundly held, nurtured and supported. You can 

http://www.meganwagner.com/products-services/meditations/


download it for free here and then listen to it every morning and you will be guided by Megan to 
activate your entire Light Grid. You will see how the 33 keys/spiritual guides relate to the power 
points and pathways in your body. 

LET’S GET STARTED! 

DAY 1 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Key #1. Source    

Today’s Affirmation: I connect to my source of infinite energy. I am 
grounded. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today your challenge is to imagine being held 
by this Earth Mother until you feel grounded and connected to the earth 
as Source. Start with a 5-minute meditation being held by this Mother. 
Then throughout your day keep connecting to Source and notice how 
grounded you are and how much more energy you feel. 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

http://www.meganwagner.com/products-services/meditations/


!  

DAY 2 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Key #2. Renewal    

Today’s Affirmation:  I feel renewal and replenishment as I move 
through the cycles of life. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today your challenge is to imagine your inner 
waters are flowing and moving and spiraling throughout your body. 
Look at the image and become aware of your own inner rhythm like the 
drummer at the top of the image. Imagine you are being renewed on all 
levels as you go through your day. 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 



!  

DAY 3 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Key #3. Nurturing     

Today’s Affirmation: I receive nurturing from the abundance of life. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today your challenge is to imagine being 
surrounded by this Nurturing angel. For 5 minutes allow her to nurture 
you in every part of your being. Feel her wings surrounding you with 
powerful nourishment for your body, soul and spirit. 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 



!  

DAY 4 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Key #4. Play    

Today’s Affirmation: I play and interact with the dance of life.  

Today’s Contemplation: Today I invite you to sit with this playful 
drummer for 5 minutes. Imagine you are like this drummer, playing and 
dancing with your life. Your PLAY challenge today is to play and 
interact with your life, with the people you meet, with yourself, with 
your family. Have fun and play! 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 



!  

DAY 5 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Key #5. Passion    

Today’s Affirmation: I live a passionate life. I feel my passion. 

Today’s Contemplation: Stare into Pele’s eyes for a few minutes. Now 
imagine Pele, the volcano Goddess lives within your body. Feel her 
passion, her fire and her power. Allow your own passion to bubble up 
and out. What are you passionate about today? Your challenge is to live 
your passion today. 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 



!  

DAY 6 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #6. Peace    

Today’s Affirmation: I hold peace and serenity in my being 

Today’s Contemplation: Your challenge is to imagine this peaceful 
Thai monk residing in your heart. Put your hands in prayer position. 
Breathe…… With the peaceful monk within you, I invite you today to 
create peace with your hands, heart, mind and voice. Act peacefully, 
speak peacefully and be full of peace.   



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  

DAY 7 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #7. Joy 
    
Today’s Affirmation: I experience the joy and vibrancy of life all 
around me. 

Today’s Contemplation: Look at the image for a few minutes. Imagine 
you are in the amazon jungle. There is vibrancy and life all around you. 
Life is teaming and buzzing with joyful life. Now carry this joy 
throughout your day. Your challenge is to stay connected to joy every 
moment and see what happens. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  

DAY 8 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
   
Key #8. Guidance   

Today’s Affirmation: I trust my inner guidance. 

Today’s Contemplation: Look at the image of these ancestor guides 
and feel them for a few minutes. Your challenge today is this: each time 
you have a decision to make, stop and listen to your inner guidance and 
listen to your intuition. This helps you move through your life with grace 
and ease. What is it like to trust your inner guidance? 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  

DAY 9  Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #9. Imagination    

Today’s Affirmation: I imagine new possibilities for my life. 

Today’s Contemplation: The Australian Aborigines are tapped into the 
magic of imagination. Look at this image for a few minutes and then 
close your eyes and imagine one new possibility for your life. Your 
challenge is to dream big, be crazy and let your imagination soar into 
uncharted territory. What new possibility are you imagining? 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  

DAY 10 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
   
Key #10. Balance     

Today’s Affirmation: I balance and attune all parts of myself  

Today’s Contemplation: Think of opposite energies you carry within 
you – masculine/feminine, love/hate, strength/fear. Your challenge today 
is to contemplate this image and invite the energy of balance into your 
body. Breathe deeply and ask for balance to bring together all parts of 
you. Hold the image within you for 5 minutes. You are balancing as you 
breath in and out. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  

DAY 11 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Key #11. Truth         

Today’s Affirmation: I express my authentic truth. 

Today’s Contemplation: Invite this truthful lion into your heart. Let the 
fire burn away anything blocking you from expressing your true self. 
Look directly into the eyes and hold the image for as long as you can. Be 
true to yourself. As you move through your day be as truthful and 
centered as you can be. Express your authentic truth today. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  

DAY 12 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #12. Breakthrough   

Today’s Affirmation: I breakthrough blocks to discover something new. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today your challenge is to think of ONE 
block in your life right now… Now look at the fierce Mayan Warrior 
and feel his energy within your body for a few minutes. Visualize 
breaking through your block while you make the warrior’s sound. Feel 
your breakthrough warrior all day and bust through any blocks as they 
arise. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  

DAY 13 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

  
Key #13. Awareness   

Today’s Affirmation: I am aware and alert to all that is around me. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today your challenge is to stay awake and 
aware to all that is around you. Begin by calling this Inuit Shaman into 
your own body and awareness. Hold his image within you for 5 minutes. 
Today take time to be alert like the animals. Be awake to what is really 
happening around you. What do you notice differently today? 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 



!  

DAY 14 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #14. Determination  

Today’s Affirmation: I find fearless determination to reach my goal. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today your challenge is to direct energy 
towards a goal. Set one intention, one goal for today. Look at this image 
and hold it within you for 5 minutes. With the determination of this 
figure, imagine sending your own energy directly to your goal and see it 
accomplished. Now actually do it today and see what happens. 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 



!  

DAY 15 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
   

Key #15. Strength   

Today’s Affirmation: I feel my strength and confidence to hold my 
own. 

Today’s Contemplation: Your challenge today is to create a circle of 
strength that you bring with you wherever you go. For a few minutes 
stand with bold strength and hold an imaginary shield in front of your 
solar plexus like the woman on the robe. Activate a sacred circle all 
around and walk around today inside this circle of strength. See what 
happens.   

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 



!  

DAY 16 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #16. Compassion 
     
Today’s Affirmation: I open my heart of compassion for self, others 
and the world. 

Today’s Contemplation: Your challenge today is to open your heart and 
feel deep compassion for yourself, for others and for the world. Begin 
now by focusing on the mermaid for a few minutes and open your heart 
of compassion. Compassion is flowing to all parts of your being. Stay 
open and compassionate all day long. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  
DAY 17  Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #17. Power   

Today’s Affirmation: I claim and stand in my power. 

Today’s Contemplation: Todays’ challenge is to stand all day in your 
power. Not power over anyone or anything but standing grounded in 
your inner power contained within your body. I invite you to step into 
this Maori warrior for 5 minutes and feel your own power!  

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 



!  

DAY 18 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #18. Inspiration   
  
Today’s Affirmation: I find inspiration within myself 

Today’s Contemplation: Your challenge today is to find inspiration 
within yourself. As you go through your day, notice what inspires you - 
what is beautiful, what is soulful? Then connect with what it is touching 
and sparking inside you? Connect with this Celtic bard for a few 
minutes. He will activate your own inspiration. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  

DAY 19 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #19. Acceptance   

Today’s Affirmation: I accept what is with serenity and clarity. 

Today’s Contemplation: Imagine one thing in your life you are having 
a hard time accepting. Your challenge today is to embody this Samurai 
Warrior and sit in deep acceptance of this one thing. Don’t try to change 
it, just keep bathing the situation with acceptance. Look at the Samurai 
now for 5 minutes and call in acceptance and see what happens today. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minute challenge 

!  

DAY 20 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #20. Courage   

Today’s Affirmation: I live the adventure of my life with courage. 

Today’s Contemplation: Think of one situation in your life where you 
want courage. Your challenge today is to embody this adventurous 
Viking and call up the courage you need to take action. Feel his energy, 
feel his courage for 5 minutes. Set your intention and take courageous 
action. ONE COURAGEOUS STEP TODAY! 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  
DAY 21 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #21. Love     

Today’s Affirmation: I flood my system with unconditional love. 

Today’s Contemplation: Your challenge today is to face this loving 
figure, look into his eyes for a few minutes and open the floodgates of 
love. Flood your system with unconditional love. Receive and breathe 
and take in all the love flowing towards you now. Open a little more and 
take in even more love. It is never ending and eternally flowing. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  
DAY 22 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #22. Knowledge   
  
Today’s Affirmation: I awaken and embody my inner knowledge. 

Today’s Contemplation: Sit quietly and look into the eyes of this 
Egyptian Priestess. Connect also with the small pink and red snake at her 
third eye. Allow your own third eye to open as you look at her and allow 
her to activate your inner knowing. Your challenge today is to trust your 
inner knowledge and notice what you KNOW to be true.    



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

DAY 23 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #23. Understanding   

Today’s Affirmation: I understand the meaning of my life. 

Today’s Contemplation: Think of one thing you do not understand in 
your life –a pattern, relationship or event. Imagine being this wise guide, 
the weaver of your web. She understands how everything fits together 
and makes sense and meaning of your life. After looking at her for a few 
minutes, close your eyes and ask her for understanding of the pattern, 
relationship or event. What happens? 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

DAY 24 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #24. Wisdom   

Today’s Affirmation: I illuminate my journey with my inner wisdom. 

Today’s Contemplation: Your challenge today is to activate the 
spiritual wisdom you carry within you. Imagine you are this spiritual 
guide and you have a huge flame radiating in your heart. Allow the eagle 
to stoke the fires of your wisdom by fanning the flames with its giant 
wings. For 5 minutes, hold your bright light of wisdom and feel how it 
can illuminate your journey. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

DAY 25 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #25. Trust    

Today’s Affirmation: I trust the higher purpose for my life. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today’s challenge is to trust that YOU KNOW 
the higher purpose for your life. This bird of Spirit can help you find it. 
Close your eyes and just for fun, get on the back of the giant bird and 
ask it to show you your higher purpose. Fly with it and ask, demand, ask 
again until it shows you something that leads to your higher purpose. 



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

DAY 26 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #26. Creativity     

Today’s Affirmation: I express my creativity. 

Today’s Contemplation: You are creative. It is your birthright to create 
your life exactly the way you want. Think of ONE THING you want to 
create now in your life. For 5 minutes imagine you are this Balinese 
dancer and look out at the world through his/her eyes and feel the power 
of your creativity. Your challenge is to express your creativity today!  



• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

DAY 27 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #27. Transformation     

Today’s Affirmation: I transform into the best version of myself. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today your challenge is to transform any 
pattern, any wound, any part of yourself you want to transform. How? 
Connect with this transformational guide here for 5 minutes and invite 
her energy into your life. Imagine peeling away the old pattern and 
literally stepping out of the old skin and into your new, transformed skin. 



Keep peeling away and stepping into the fresh new you over and over 
until you feel transformed. 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

DAY 28 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
  
Key #28. Mastery     

Today’s Affirmation: I step in to my personal mastery. 

Today’s Contemplation: Your challenge today is to act as if you are a 
full Master today. As you go through your day, what would a master do 
in this situation? What would a master say now? How would a master 
act? Spend 5 minutes and imagine being this figure with your rainbow 



headdress. Embody your inner Master and breath deeply in and out until 
you feel your inner Master come alive. 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

DAY 29 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
   

Key #29. Liberation 
    

Today’s Affirmation: I liberate myself from limitations. 

Today’s Contemplation: Think of one limitation you want to be 
liberated from. Your challenge today is to take 5 minutes and embody 
your inner power of liberation like this figure. With your limitation in 
mind, strike this pose with your arms out and heart open. Make a sound 



of liberation and see your limitation disintegrating and flying into the 
stars! 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

DAY 30 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Key #30. Healing    

Today’s Affirmation: I seek healing for body, mind and spirit. 

Today’s Contemplation: What healing do you seek in your life right 
now? Call this Poseidon figure to unleash his watery healing powers 



within your being. Your challenge is to allow the cleansing, healing 
waters to wash through you and within you and around you. For 5 
minutes imagine you are being rocked in the warm ocean and receive the 
healing you need. 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  
DAY 31 Spiritual Practice Challenge 
   
Key #31. Vision    

Today’s Affirmation: I envision my best life. 

Today’s Contemplation: Envision one thing you want in your life right 
now. With the help of this Visionary guide, envision and imagine your 



desire very clearly. Your challenge is to quiet your mind so you can be 
crystal clear. Do this for 5 minutes. Envision it exactly. See it happening. 
Feel your success.  

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

DAY 32 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Key #32. Manifestation   

Today’s Affirmation: I manifest my dream and make it real. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today you are going to take one practical step 
towards manifesting what you desire. For 5 minutes invite this guide to 



help you connect to your will and align with your inner fire. Be very 
specific with what you want to manifest. Your challenge today is to 
channel your desire to manifest and TAKE ONE STEP of your action 
plan. What is that one step? 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 
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DAY 33 Spiritual Practice Challenge 

Key #33. Integration    

Today’s Affirmation: I integrate and embrace my whole being. 

Today’s Contemplation: Today’s challenge is to create a sacred circle 
big enough to embrace every part of your being. Imagine inviting every 
part of yourself - good, bad, horrible, beautiful etc. – to live within a 



huge circle. Within this large circle you embrace and integrate your 
whole being. Invite the king and queen to bless your circle and allow all 
parts to just be without judgment. 

• Add The Light Grid Meditation for the 30 minutes challenge 

!  

Congratulations – you have completed the 33-Day Spiritual Practice 
Challenge! 

If this transformational tool has helped you get more connected to yourself and helped you 
break through some blocks and old patterns, I would love to offer you more ways to heal 
and get on track with your goals and dreams. 

You can: 

Join my Online/Virtual Spiritual Journey group 

Join one of my upcoming Personal Mastery trainings  

http://www.meganwagner.com/products-services/online-mentor-program/
http://www.meganwagner.com/personal-mastery/


Get an Astrology Reading 

Check out some more ways to get involved here. 

You will continue to get weekly emails from me going into more depth with the 
33 Keys 

I look forward to getting to know you personally and supporting you to live your dreams! 

Blessings, 

Megan   

http://www.meganwagner.com/astrology-soul-charting/
http://www.meganwagner.com/about/how-to-get-involved/

